
5 Jobs
Story card 1

SOPHIE It’s very messy.
COSTUME DESIGNER It’s that monkey! What do you want to be?

2:34

Who is visiting the costume designer? [Oliver, Sophie, Uncle James, and Coco]
Pointing to police officer’s hat. Is this a ballet dancer’s hat? [No, it isn’t.]
Can Sophie and Oliver see Coco? [No, they can’t.]





5 Jobs
Story card 2

OLIVER I want to be a firefighter, please.
SOPHIE And I want to be a photographer.

2:34

What does Oliver want to be? [He wants to be a firefighter.]
What does Sophie want to be? [She wants to be a photographer.]
What colour is Sophie’s cap? [It’s green.]
What colour is Oliver’s hat? [It’s yellow.]
What do you want to be? [Pupils’ own answers]





5 Jobs
Story card 3

SOPHIE Hey! That’s my cap!
OLIVER Oh, yes!

2:34

Who’s got Sophie’s cap? [Oliver]
Who’s got the script? [Coco]
Does Oliver looks funny? [Pupils’ own answers]
Does Sophie looks funny? [Pupils’ own answers]





5 Jobs
Story card 4

UNCLE JAMES Yippee! We’re in a space film!
SOPHIE Who is the astronaut?

2:34

Does Uncle James like space films? [Yes, he does.]
What colour is the rocket? [It’s blue and red.]
Can Sophie see the astronaut? [Yes, she can.]
Who’s the astronaut? [Pupils’ own answers]





5 Jobs
Story card 5

FILM DIRECTOR ACTION!
UNCLE JAMES 5… 4… 3… 2… 1.
OLIVER Look! It’s Coco!

2:34

Who is the astronaut? [Coco]
What colour is Coco’s space suit? [It’s white.]
Can Sophie and Oliver see Coco? [Yes, they can.]
What kind of films do you like watching? (English / L1) [Encourage pupils to talk about 
what kind of films they like.]





5 Jobs
Story card 6

COCO (thinks) Blast off!
SOPHIE Smile, Coco!

2:34

Who is the photographer? [Sophie]
Is Coco happy? [Yes, he is.]
Is Oliver happy? [No, he isn’t.]
Does Oliver want to be an astronaut? [No, he doesn’t.]




